
Connecting  
leadership,  
performance  
& sustainability

A two day immersion for business leaders



>>  Identify the competitive advantages  
of placing sustainability at the heart  
of your people and your organisation?

>>  Break out of short-term thinking  
and develop a long-term sustainable 
business model for your business?

LSP Leadership and Earthwatch Europe have  
teamed up to help you develop a clearer view of  
what becoming a sustainable business would mean  
for you and your organisation. 

A new kind of leadership is now required to deliver the 
opportunities and address the complex challenges facing 
today’s businesses and society. 

We will support you in tackling the increasingly complex 
and interconnected challenges that demands evidence-
based decision making, leadership, innovation and action 
for long term success. 

Combining sessions with experts and business coaches, 
with ‘hands-on’ outdoor environmental research 
alongside leading Earthwatch scientists, we equip senior 
executives with the knowledge, understanding, and 
confidence to address major environmental, social and 
economic priorities in their organisation and society.

Do you want to:

But: are unclear on the best 
ways of delivering this?



Our immersive, open programme for 12 senior leaders includes:
>>  time with experts to explore critical sustainability issues  

and their relevance to business 
>>  peer learning with leaders from  other sectors and  

businesses to gain new insights and explore differing  
models of sustainable leadership 

>>  innovation sessions and visioning to explore what your  
business could look like in 20 years’ time and what business  
needs to do now to overcome the challenges facing society  
and the environment, while remaining commercially successful

>>  personal leadership to develop the resilience, creativity and  
wisdom you need to achieve your ambition and the strategies  
that enable your business to achieve long-term sustainability goals

>>  time and space to reflect and converse, in order to facilitate 
innovation, breakthrough thinking, sense making and  
exploration of purpose 

>>  action planning including one-to-one coaching from  
LSP Leadership coaches after the event.

Our aim is to equip you with the knowledge,  
skills and motivation that deliver:
>>  the capacity to apply leadership to sustainability 

strategies and drive innovation 
>>  an understanding of the critical factors involved in 

leading a high-performing and sustainable business 
>>  the strategies to overcome key barriers 
>>  the ability to identify and source further insight  

into critical issues 
>>  connectedness to your purpose as a leader
>>  a feeling of being inspired, energised and empowered 

to make and drive decisions through your business
>>  connected to a wider network of peers facing  

similar challenges.

What you will experience

What you will gain



“We tracked corporate 
performance (of 180 US 
companies) for 18 years 
and found that sustainable 
organisations outperform  
low-sustainability ones in  
terms of the stock market 
as well as accounting 
performance.”
The Impact of Corporate Sustainability on Organisational Processes  
and Performance, Management Science, November 20141

THE DETAILS
LOCATION: Oxford 

DATE: PM 18th September to 4pm 20th September 2017 

INVESTMENT:  £3,950 per person, excluding accommodation and  
VAT (includes two one-to-one coaching sessions after  
the event. Accommodation at The Old Swan,  
Minster Lovell, Oxfordshire

FIND OUT MORE:  Victoria McMillian Simon Bailey

 Earthwatch Director  Managing Director 
 of Partnerships LSP Leadership

 vmcmillan@earthwatch.org.uk  simon.bailey@lspleadership.com

 07392 848649 07919 554701

1  Ioannis Ioannou (Associate Professor LBS), G. Serafeim (HBS) and R. Eccles (HBS),  
Management Science, November 2014, 60(11): 2835–2857


